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And now, or not?
tales on 或 and the invention of processive antonyms

“In place of the Shijing's poetic descriptions, which might be likened to individual 

snapshots, the Zhouyi presents, and invites the reader to represent, an ever changing 

scene, even more than a moving picture, a kaleidoscopic interactive vision as splendidly 

various as life itself.”1

With these rainbows in mind, I present here a narrative-game following the subtle 

traces one of my Yijing heroes left on the field, time ago.2

In this paper I propose 或, in certain of its occurrences along the Zhouyi, as a pointer to 

‘reversive pairs’*+3, where this kind of antonyms occur in the relation image- 

prognostication4 that abide in some of the Zhouyi text lines.

I imagine a use of 或 to express a focus: let’s pay attention to what is discriminated 

here, to its whole degrees as one.

The antinomy between ‘converse pairs’, is not something one can experience outwardly, 

like colours, smells, sounds. It is not either evident and clear inwardly.

These are inner things Zhouyi invites to experience not as polarities but as degrees of 

similarity and difference.

This is why I find the concept ‘AND NOW’ an effective sentence connective suitable in 

performing the function of 或, where ‘now’ do not came ‘after’ but is a marker of flow 

and changes in it.

§§§

* those pairs of verbs which denote motion or change in opposite directions/tensions; v. note 3
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The ‘sentence connective’ as it is called this syntactic function of 或 in Thesaurus 

Linguae Sericae5, here “precede and modify a sentence, where this whole phrase 

following after and being in construction with a second sentence”.

The following example is by the “Book of Odes”, where it can be seen the connective huo

at work (characters in evidence):

詩經

-彤弓之什 

- - 鶴鳴 (184)6

鶴鳴于九皋、聲聞于野。

魚潛在淵、或在于渚。[The fish lies (plunges) in the deep, and now is (lies) by the islet ]

樂彼之園、爰有樹檀、其下維蘀。

它山之石、可以為錯。

鶴鳴于九皋、聲聞于天。

魚在于渚、或潛在淵。[The fish is (lies) by the islet, and now it lies (plunges) in the deep]

樂彼之園、爰有樹檀、其下維榖。

它山之石、可以攻玉。

linking deep and shallow “it does what it likes; follows its own pleasure” comments B. 

Karlgren (-in reference to the entire passage, about “somebody’s delight in living in 

retreat, enjoying the pleasure of nature, and refusing to come forth and engage in 

official work”- I quoted his translation in round brackets).

A similar sequence occurs in line four of 乾 hexagram (with the difference in 躍 instead

of 潛):

或躍在淵无咎

with E. Shaughnessy following the ‘and now’ theme, translating this passage as:

“a  nd now   jumping in the depths; there is no trouble”7

In this case: what could be the other sentence, this whole phrase is in (converse) 

construction with..? Why not the preceding third line..?

君子終日乾乾夕惕若厲无咎

“The nobleman to the end of the day is so vigorous; in the evening is fearful as if there

is danger; there is no trouble.”

…

“And now jumping in the depths; there is no trouble”
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Here one could note a first oppositional degree between the emotional ‘vigour’ and the 

‘fear’ facing the somewhat calmness and steadiness of the ‘deep’: it’s a process calling 

the attention on the whole temporal link and not on its separate temporal elements.

As a process, I can’t see or hear it. I am able only to figure it in my cognition.

That’s what happen above, in Shijing: “it does what it likes; follows its own pleasure”.

Two terms are in service of one idea.

As JeeLoo Liu write “time in the Yijing does not have a unique “present”; rather, time 

is marked by relationships among events and situations”

The Yijing does not depict an independent passage of time in which events are 

permanently characterized as “what has happened,” “what is happening,” or “what will 

happen.” Rather, each happening is defined in relation to other happenings in the 

spatio-temporal region as “what precedes it,” “what comes afterwards,” and sometimes 

as “what co-occurs.”8

What I’m looking for is nothing but such latter marks; a meaningful link between 或 

and a specific representational way of time: a whole process with its shadow’s degrees 

as co-occuring items.

Such as I imagine represented in other two hexagrams, 損 and 益:

損 ...
1 ... 
2 ...
3 ... 
4 損其 (疾使遄有) > 喜 无咎 [decrease illness > happiness]

5 或益之 > 十朋之龜 弗克違元吉 [and now increase -health?- > reward*]

6 ...

Translators here put ‘someone’ or ‘maybe’. But it makes not much sense to me.

If instead I make use of ‘AND NOW’, I find a feasible link among lines 4 and 5 and a 

whole/complete argument to be explored temporally.

Hexagram 益, present a ‘classic’ upturning parallel text, with the second line almost 

entirely based on fifth above:

益 …

1 利用為大作元吉无咎

2 或益之十朋之龜弗克違永貞 (吉王用享于帝吉)

* Tortoise-shells and cowries could be gifts received. 
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Here the link appears to me more subtle, and if I apply the ‘AND NOW’ connective take,
I find again in the first line a project (somewhat to be started) as Shaughnessy well 
write down: “Beneficial herewith to do the great creation”11 connected to an opposite 
active making of: “AND NOW increase it” (here, the great creation started, it is now a 
matter of increase).

A similar condition, is somewhat repeated in 6th line:

莫益之 或擊之 立心勿恆凶

I face with a translation I disagree: “No one increases it, someone hits it”.

The ‘AND NOW’ tale pushes me to read 莫 as “in no case, in no instance” and 擊 not the
in the value of ‘strike/hit’ but that of “come into contact with” 12

So my version is something like: “unable to increase, and now in touch”.

In 坤 and 訟 3rd line hexagrams, such a process bridges mouth/restraint to 
engagement:

坤 > 含章可貞或從王事无成有終: 含 hold in mouth (as restrain) 章 
manifestation/showing forth AND NOW 從 give allegiance to

訟 > 食舊德貞厲終吉或從王事无成: 食 eat (as restrain..) 舊 old/past 德 efficacy (as 
Kroll specifies: quality conducing to proper action in real of social interaction) AND 
NOW 從 give allegiance to

...and all these are not temporal edges, like before and after.

The presence of 或, again, point to a synchronic evaluation, creating room for 
manoeuvrer where to look at the indeterminacy of the experience.

indefiniteness of 或 and the need of a whole

Heng Xian 恆先 is a “previously unknown text reconstructed by Chinese scholars out of 
a group of more than 1,200 inscribed bamboo strips purchased by the Shanghai Museum
in 1994 and have all been assigned an approximate date of 300 B.C.E”13

I read about 或* in Heng Xian, as referring to “something that is still unknown/not yet 
specified” functioning as a “philosophical term that refers to something indefinite” or 
“to explain the function by tracing to its source”.14 

Even as indefinite pronoun meaning ‘some’ (not any particular person, entity or affair) 
“huo” 或 does not necessarily refer to something or somebody mentioned before or after 
the term…” (ibid)

* clearly I make use of a concept as it appears in a later excavated text (later than Yi), but my 
interest is honest, where I ask if the following interpretation of 或 could collect some 
historical traces.
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What I imagine is that, what is indefinite is indeed the process and its degrees that 
ranges from clear ‘edges’.

It is indefinite yet (as it is wrote down) because it has to be experienced in the unique 
manner, that pertains to the explorer.

Keeping only the edges, discarding the process in-between (as discarding patterns...), it 
seems to me like Juan Shuliang behaviour:

South of Xiashou was a man there named Juan Shuliang. He was the
kind of person that was foolish and easily frightened. There was a
bright moon and he was walking in the night; looking down, he saw
his shadow, mistaking it for a crouching ghost. Looking up, he saw his
own hair, mistaking it for a standing devil.

“According to Keightley, the text (above) is calling attention to the propensity of people 
to misinterpret the information presented by their eyes and ears—that is, problems that
occur in processing or identifying what is seen and heard. By Geaney’s account, 
passages such as this illustrate how the authors of the Xunzi believed that certain 
influences contribute to sensory error or instances in which “sensory attention is
misdirected.”15

Conversely, I freely imagine with 或 the occurrence of ‘narrative cues’ to doubt of finite 
elements, and at least to what is apparently seen and heard (and read to be seen and 
heard) facing the indefinite.

Obviously, I remember to the reader that all this is a tale, a view, on a big panorama, 
and with the next example too, I do not think to unveil any discovery nor judge any 
other take.

H. Mesker, reasoning on 或 in fourth line of 漸 recalled a scholarly juxtaposition:

鴻漸于木 或得其桷 无咎 > Geese at the tree. One capture his enemies. No blame

“Most line texts in hexagram 53 have a structure of ‘image-interpretation’: the image is
about the goose and the interpretation that follows it is what this image means […] but
in any way this part is not saying anything about the goose. I think the same goes for 
line 4, but in the received text 或 does not make much sense. However the Mawangdui 
text has 或直亓寇, with a mysterious incomplete character following it [  ]. Yu 

Haoliang 于豪亮 relates this character to the former sentence, saying this this line talks
about successfully capturing enemies. (see Hou Naifeng 侯乃峰, 《周易》文字彙校集釋, p.
433)”16

What if I drive ‘AND NOW’ there?

Doing this I surely have to change some values: 

the wild goose advancing (漸) toward the tree AND NOW in (得, as having control of) 
the roost.

I have to remember that there is not ‘before and after’, not a temporal sequence: 
advancing and being in, are two concurrent/simultaneous juxtaposed images of a whole.
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To present the following example with 恆 hexagram, I will come back to HengXian, 

where the term 恆 is is the first word in the text and is associated with the original 

state of the cosmos:

恆先無有 > in the primordial state of constancy, there is no material existence

[…]

或作 域作 有域 焉有氣 有氣,焉有有 [...] > boundedness arises, once there is boundedness 

(space), there is qi; once there is qi, there is material existence [...]17

“After the description of an initial state, something ‘arises’ (zuo 或作). 

The text has huo 或 (‘something’?), but since there is not yet anything—explicitly, no 

you 有, which will come later in the process— (the author follows) Liao Mingchun and 

others in emending huo 或 to yu 域* […] Yu 域 is a territory (distinct from other 

territories), and the thing that defines a territory is just exactly its boundedness, its 

boundaries.”18

I love the possibility that the AND-NOW process could be linked to a ‘space’ as 

represented also by another concurrent emendation of 或 as 宇 defined as the four 

directions and the up and the down**. 

This is because the strict correspondence to the wholeness of the AND-NOW subject as

a territory and its bounds together: 

恆 亨无咎利貞利有攸往

1 浚恆貞凶无攸利 

2 悔亡 

3 不恆其德或承之羞貞吝 >  

I follow Shaughnessy’s translation with the emendations for The Shanghai Museum 

manuscript of the Zhou Yi19 that fits better my hypothesis [不緪其㥁 或丞其憂 貞吝]:

(concerned with) not making constant his virtue AND NOW his concern (憂) relieved (丞)

“[…] when you start out, you cannot know whether you are going to succeed or not. 

Both possibilities are present at the moment of initiation, and you cannot have any 

certainty of one or the other […] in initiating things we should not be concerned with 

results per se, but rather with lasting results (the constancy, the persistence of results).

The way to attain lasting results is not to force things, but rather to achieve a fine

balance: in the words of the HengXian text, “neither avoiding nor partaking in them”18.

* The manuscript has huo for the first graph, but this is frequently used for yu in both 
received and palaeographic literature (e.g., Karlgren GSR, 494c)

** in a sort of opposition with 宙, time as concept, defined as the past, the present, and the 
future to be handled with care in Yi, as JeeLoo Liu wrote, above.
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nothing foolish, not the ox

With hexagram 无妄 we finally leave the gorgeous HengXian for a raid in oracle bone 

inscriptions, where to deal with an unexpected ㄓ:

“The general opinion is that the graphic origin of  ㄓ is uncertain. Nevertheless, there 

are two interesting suggestions. One is that  ㄓ is originally the sign for the ‘ox’.

Huang Xiquan 黃錫全, for example, argues that the basic shape of the graphs for  ㄓ
represents the shape of an ox head, just like the graph representing an ox being an ox 

head:. For the difference in appearance between  ㄓ and ‘ox’ (not the lower part of the

graph) Huang explains it as a needed differentiation between the animal and the non-

animal. Semantically, he further explains, ‘ox’ is a big animal and was a symbol for 

‘having’ or ‘having in abundance’ as found in pre-Qin texts such as the Book of Rites 禮

記* and the Book of Odes 詩經”20

With this abundant-ox in mind, I can face up the last ‘riddle’ in translation:

Again, connecting two lines as well:

无妄 元亨利貞其匪正有眚不利有攸往

1 无妄往吉 

2 不耕穫不菑畬則利有攸往 

[not plowing or reaping, not fallowing or replanting, then it is beneficial to have some place to go]19

3 无妄之災或繫之牛行人之得邑人之災

[nothing Foolish’s disaster, AND NOW in abundance; the traveling person’s gain is the city person’s 

disaster]

§§§

Speaking for the Ox 代牛言**

Liu Cha 劉叉

渴飲潁水流    When thirsty, I drink water from the Ying River;

餓喘吳門月    When hungry, I gasp at the Wumen moon.

黃金如可種    If gold could be planted,

我力終不竭    I would never stop working.

* 禮記曲禮下 (LiJi 2)：問庶人之富數畜以對 ‘ask about the wealth of the commoner, respond by 
counting the domestic animals’;

** in Liu, B. - “The Multivalent Imagery of the Ox in Song Painting” - Journal of Song-Yuan 
Studies”, 44(1), p.63.
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